iPod Sock

Specs

Materials
- About 55 yards (8g) fingering weight yarn (Lang JaWoll Superwash 85 & 159)
- US1 needle(s)
- Stitch Marker
- Darning Needle

Gauge
- 10 sts=1 inch in rib lightly stretched

Size
- 5.5 inches long by 2 inches wide

Abbreviations
- CO – cast on
- K – knit
- P – purl

The design of this pattern is based on the iPod sock merchandised by Apple. You could also use variegated or self-patterning yarn, or make up your own pattern of stripes. This pattern is a great way to use up bits of leftover sock yarn. Just make sure the resulting fabric is fairly snug!

Pattern

Using your preferred method for knitting in the round, CO 52 sts.

Place marker and join.

Knit K2, P2 rib in contrast color for approximately one inch.

Switch to main color and continue in K2, P2 rib for approximately 4.5 inches.

Arrange 26 stitches each on 2 needles, and kitchener stitch seam.

Block as desired.

Keep an iPod warm.